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Abstract

The multipolarity of a soft (Eγ = 3.3(1) MeV) resonance in the total radiative strength function (RSF) of172Yb is determined. For this reaso
the level density and total RSF of172Yb have been extracted from primary-γ spectra from the173Yb(3He,αγ )172Yb reaction. In a second
experiment, two-step-cascade (TSC) intensities have been measured in the171Yb(nth, γ γ )172Yb reaction. These intensities are compared
statistical-model calculations which are entirely based on experimental values of the level density and RSF from the former experim
comparison implies M1 assignment of the soft resonance. The strength of the M1 resonance isB(M1↑) = 6.5(15) µ2
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Unresolved transitions produced in theγ decay of excited
nuclei are best described by statistical concepts: a radi
strength function (RSF) and level density yield mean val
of transition matrix elements[1]. For hardγ rays, (Eγ ∼
7–20 MeV), the RSF is determined by the giant electric
pole resonance (GEDR)[2]. The soft tail of the GEDR ha
been investigated by a variety of methods involving neut
capture, most notably by primaryγ rays [3]. For deformed
rare-earth nuclei, a bump in the total RSF (summed ove
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multipolarities) around 3 MeV is inferred from totalγ spectra
[4–6]. In the same region, a concentration of M1 strength (s
sors mode) is reported in nuclear resonance fluorescence (
experiments[7]. In two-step-cascade (TSC) experiments[8],
a connection between these two observations has been
under the assumption of an enhanced scissors mode. How
after 25 years of investigation, the multipolarity of the bum
in the RSF is still under debate. E1 multipolarity is consist
with, e.g., neutron-skin oscillations from which the clearest
nal of neutron and proton radii differences could be dedu
but also other types of excitation such as a toroidal mode c
generate E1 strength below the GEDR[9]. M1 multipolarity
implies evidence of an enhanced scissors mode. The well-te
Oslo method[10] gives accurate data on the level density a
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total RSF. Systematic studies of several rare-earth nuclei
firmly established the bump in the soft RSF[11]. In this work,
we determine virtually model-independently the multipolar
of this bump by a newly developed method[12] that combines
the results from the Oslo method with an auxiliary TSC exp
iment.

The TSC method is based on the measurement of mul
city-two γ cascades between fixed initiali and finalf levels
(see, e.g.,[8] and references therein). A convenient initial st
is that formed in thermal or average resonance capture (A
the final state can be any low-lying discrete state. TSC spe
are determined by the branching ratios of the initial and in
mediate states (expressed as ratios of partial to total widthΓ )
and by the level densityρ of intermediate states with spin an
parityJπ

m

Iif (E1,E2)

=
∑

XL,XL′,J π
m

Γ XL
im (E1)

Γi

ρ
(
Em,Jπ

m

)Γ XL′
mf (E2)

Γm

(1)+
∑

XL,XL′,J π
m′

Γ XL
im′ (E2)

Γi

ρ
(
Em′, J π

m′
)Γ XL′

m′f (E1)

Γm′
.

The sums in Eq.(1) are restricted to give valid combination
of the level spins and parities and the transition multipolari
XL. Summing over all possibilities is necessary since nei
the ordering of the twoγ rays, nor the multipolarities of th
transitions nor the spins and parities of the intermediate
els are known. The two transition energies are correlated
E1 + E2 = Ei − Ef , thus, TSC spectra can be expressed
one-dimensional spectra of one transition energyEγ only. TSC
spectra are symmetric aroundE

sym
γ = (Ei −Ef )/2; integration

overEγ yields twice the total TSC intensityIif if both γ rays
are counted in the spectra. The knowledge of the paritiesπi

1

andπf ensures thatIif depends roughly speaking on the pro
uct of two RSFs aroundEsym

γ [12], i.e.,f 2
E1 + f 2

M1 for πi = πf

and 2fE1fM1 for πi �= πf . Iif depends also on the level densi
This usually prevents drawing firm conclusions from TSC
periments alone[8]. A combined analysis of Oslo-type and TS
experiments, however, enables one, with the help of the ex
imental level density, to establish firmly the sum and prod
respectively, of all contributions tofM1 andfE1 at energies o
the soft resonance, thus determining its multipolarity[12]. For
this goal, the partial widths of Eq.(1) are expressed via

(2)Γ XL
x→y(Eγ ) = fXL(Eγ )E2L+1

γ Dx

in terms of RSFs and level spacingsDx . Eq. (2) actually gives
only the average value of the Porter–Thomas distributed pa
widths[13]. The total widthΓ is the sum over all partial widths
The distribution of total widths becomes more and more pea
with increasing number of components[13]. The level density
for a given spin and parity is calculated from the total le

1 One assumes that only neutrons-wave capture occurs.
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density by

(3)ρ
(
Ex,J

π
x

) = ρ(Ex)
1

2

2Jx + 1

2σ 2
exp

[
− (Jx + 1/2)2

2σ 2

]
,

whereσ is the spin cut-off parameter, and we assume e
numbers of positive- and negative-parity levels. This assu
tion and Eq.(3) have been verified from the discrete lev
schemes of rare-earth nuclei[14]. Thus, all quantities for cal
culating TSC spectra are based on experimental data.
thermore, using Oslo data for the level density and RSF
statistical-model calculations have yielded totalγ -cascade
spectra after neutron capture in excellent agreement with
periment (see Fig. 5 in Refs.[11,15]).

The combined analysis is applied to the nucleus172Yb which
has been investigated by the173Yb(3He,αγ )172Yb reaction in
Oslo and by the171Yb(n,γ γ )172Yb reaction at the Lujan Cen
ter of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE). T
Oslo data have been reported in[10,11]. Thus, only a shor
summary is given. The experiment was performed using a
MeV 3He beam on a metallic, enriched, self-supporting tar
Ejectiles were identified and their energies measured using
ticle telescopes at 45◦. In coincidence withα particles,γ rays
were detected in an array of 28 NaI detectors. From the r
tion kinematics,α energy is converted intoEx , andγ -cascade
spectra are constructed for a range ofEx bins. Theγ spec-
tra are unfolded and the primary-γ spectra are extracted usin
a subtraction method (see, e.g.,[14] and references therein
The spectra are factorized into a level density and a total
by applying the Brink–Axel hypothesis[16,17]. The level den-
sity is normalized by comparison to discrete levels at lowEx

and to the average neutron-resonance spacing at the ne
separation energySn [10]. The RSF is normalized using th
average total width of neutron resonances, and is decomp
into a constant-temperature2 Kadmenskĭı–Markushev–Furman
(KMF) E1 model[18], a single-humped spin-flip M1 mode
and a soft dipole resonance[11]. These models are chose
since they give a good phenomenological description of
experimental RSF. The single-humped spin-flip M1 mode
particular is also recommended in[19]. In systematic studie
of total average radiative widths, radiative capture cross
tions, andγ -ray spectra, a very similar combination of E1 a
M1 models as used in our work has been found to describe
experimental data best[20]. Concerning the shape of the soft d
pole resonance, there is very little precedence in the litera
However, earlier studies assume in general a Lorentzian
[4,6]. In the present work, we have improved on the normal
tion of the level density and the RSF and included an isosc
Lorentzian E2 model[19] giving

(4)ftot = K(fE1 + fM1) + E2
γ fE2 + fsoft,

2 The constant temperature compared to an excitation-energy dependen
perature in the KMF model is motivated by (i) the resemblance of the l
density to a constant-temperature model, (ii) a better phenomenologica
scription of the total RSF, (iii) self-consistency with the Brink–Axel hypothe
and (iv) improved descriptions of isomeric- and photon-production cross
tions in other rare-earth nuclei, see, e.g.,[21,22].
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ing
tion
y,
Fig. 1. Left panel: total level density (filled circles), constant-temperature extrapolation (solid line), level density atSn from average neutron-resonance spac
(filled square)[19], and level density from counting of discrete levels (jagged line)[23]. Right panel: total RSF (filled circles), fit to the data, and decomposi
into RSFs of different multipolarities (solid lines). Inclusion of the soft resonance in the fit decreasesχ2

red from ∼ 5.1 to ∼ 1.3. Since this value is close to unit
inclusion of additional non-statistical structures cannot significantly improve the fit.
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whereK is a scaling factor of the order of one. Since quad
pole transitions populate levels within a broader spin inte
than dipole transitions, Eq.(4) is of an approximative natur
only. Given the weakness of quadrupole transitions and
level of experimental uncertainties, however, this approxi
tion is believed to be sufficient. The improved data, the fi
the total RSF, and its decomposition into different multipo
ities are given inFig. 1. The parameters for the E1 RSF a
taken from[11], those for the M1 and E2 RSFs from[19],
where we use thefE1/fM1 systematics at∼ 7 MeV giving val-
ues in agreement with ARC work[24]. The fit parameters are
the constant temperature of the KMF modelT = 0.34(3) MeV,
the normalization coefficientK = 1.7(1), and the three parame
ters of the soft resonanceE = 3.3(1) MeV, Γ = 1.2(3) MeV,
andσ = 0.49(5) mb.3

For the 171Yb(n,γ γ )172Yb experiment, we used∼ 1 g
of enriched, dry Yb2O3 powder encapsulated in a glass a
pule, mounted in an evacuated beam tube and irradi
by collimated neutrons with a time-averaged flux of∼ 4 ×
104 neutrons/cm2 s at∼ 20 m from the thermal moderator.γ

rays were detected by one shielded and segmented∼ 200%
clover and two 80% Ge(HP) detectors, placed at∼ 12 cm
from the target in a geometry to minimize angular-correlat
effects and contributions from higher-multiplicity cascad
Single and coincidentγ rays were recorded simultaneous
The experiment ran for∼ 150 h yielding∼ 107 coincidences
The relative detector efficiencies from 1–9 MeV were de
mined by two separate runs of∼ 12 h each, before and afte
the 171Yb(n,γ γ )172Yb experiment, using the35Cl(n,γ )36Cl
reaction and its knownγ intensities[25]. Also, a standard cal
ibrated60Co source has been measured to adjust the rel
curves to an absolute scale. The energy-summed coincid
spectrum (Fig. 2, upper panel) shows distinct peaks correspo
ing to TSCs betweenSn and several low-lying states. The tw
strongest peaks have∼ 4000 counts each. TSC spectra were

3 The cited parameters are mean values obtained from
173Yb(3He,αγ )172Yb and 172Yb(3He,3He′γ )172Yb reaction data re-
ported in Ref.[26].
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: energy-summed coincidence spectrum from
171Yb(n,γ γ )172Yb reaction. Peaks are labeled by the energy of the final s
Peaks denoted by71Ge and29Si are due ton capture in the detector and in th
glass ampule, respectively. SE and DE stands for single- and double-e
peaks, respectively. Lower panel: TSC spectrum for the 2+

1 final state. The
slight asymmetry is due to the energy-dependent resolution of the detecto

tained by gating on four peaks. Relative intensities of prim
versus secondaryγ rays were determined from singles spe
tra and are in agreement with Ref.[24] but contradict the in
the literature preferred data of Ref.[27] where the intensity o
primaryγ rays is consistently smaller by a factor of three.4 Ab-
solute primary intensities were determined by using new
on absolute secondaryγ -ray intensities[28] and subsequen
scaling of primary intensities to these values using the r
tive intensities of[24]. These absolute primary intensities a
∼ 20% higher than in[24]. TSC intensities are normalized

4 A possible problem in Ref.[27] is that they used two different detectors
measure on the one hand primary, high-energetic and on the other han
ondary, low-energeticγ -ray intensities. Most likely, they failed to achieve
consistent efficiency calibration between the two detectors.
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ely.
Fig. 3. Left: range of allowed experimental values (hatched areas) for TSC intensities to final states (from top to bottom) 2−
1 at 1198 keV, 1−1 at 1155 keV, 2+1 at

79 keV, and the 0+1 ground state. Full and open symbols correspond to calculations for differentR with M1 and E1 multipolarity for the soft resonance, respectiv

Error bars are estimated uncertainties due to Porter–Thomas fluctuations. Right: combinedχ2 for all four TSC intensities as function ofR andN for M1 (upper
panel) and E1 multipolarity (middle panel). The lines connect minimal values ofχ2 with respect to variations inR for any givenN . For E1 multipolarity, this
minimum is always obtained forR = 1 irrespective ofN . Lower right: projection of theχ2 surface onto the lines in the panels above.
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(i) the absolute primary intensity and secondary branching r
of one, strong, individual TSC and (ii) by effectively estim
ing the number of neutron captures during the experiment f
secondary singles lines, their absolute intensities, and abs
detector efficiencies. Both methods give equal results wi
their error bars.

TSC intensities are compared to calculations accordin
Eq. (1) assuming either E1 or M1 multipolarity for the so
resonance[12]. One parameter in these calculations is the c
tribution to the thermal radiative neutron-capture cross sec
σ th

n,γ from the two possible spins (0− and 1−) involved in neu-
tron s-wave capture on171Yb. The compilation[29] assumes
0− for the sub-threshold resonances which contribute 88%
σ th

n,γ . Another 4% comes from 0− resonances above thres
old, giving in total a 92% contribution of 0− states. On the
other hand, there is no strong evidence that all contributing
threshold resonances have 0−. Examination of hard primary
γ rays [24,27] reveals many strong transitions populating+
levels, indicating that a sizable portion ofσ th

n,γ stems from 1−
resonances. Therefore, we performed calculations for a s
ratiosR = σ th

n,γ (0−)/σ th
n,γ . These calculations show, howev

that only the TSC intensity to the 0+
1 state has a strong depe

dence on this ratio.
In order to estimate the effect of Porter–Thomas fluctuati

we performed 100 Monte Carlo simulations for each value oR

assuming either M1 or E1 multipolarity of the soft resonance
o

te
n

o

-
n

o

-

of

,

the simulations every partial radiative width is randomized
cording to the Porter–Thomas distribution. Total widths are
culated as a sum of randomized partial widths. To minimize
impact of Porter–Thomas fluctuations, we only compare T
intensities integrated over a∼ 2.4-MeV-broad energy range i
the center of the spectra[8] (see left panels ofFig. 3).

Systematic errors not included in the statistical uncert
ties are (i) corrections due to non-isotropic angular correlat
of TSCs which have been estimated to be less than∼ 3% and
are thus neglected, (ii) uncertainties in the absolute sca
our detection efficiency, and (iii) uncertainties of primary a
secondary intensities. The latter two uncertainties result in
related uncertainties of the absolute scale of all four integr
TSC intensities in the order of∼ 10–20%. Comparison betwee
experiment and calculation is therefore performed for a num
of overall normalization factorsN applied to all four experi-
mental TSC intensities simultaneously.χ2 surfaces assumin
M1 and E1 multipolarity of the soft resonance are calcula
as function ofR and N (upper right panels ofFig. 3). The
leastχ2 of 20.2 for E1 multipolarity is obtained forR = 1.0
and N = 95%. The leastχ2 of 0.92 for M1 multipolarity is
obtained forR = 0.4 andN = 90%. Within our assumption
we can therefore rule out E1 multipolarity for the soft re
nance on a high confidence level. More generally, the ab
to describe all four integrated TSC intensities with one se
values forN , R, and the multipolarity of the soft resonan
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constitutes independent support for the experimental value
the level density and total RSF from the Oslo experiment
the validity of the decomposition of the latter. More pointed
since the level density and total RSF (including its decomp
tion) have been published before the present TSC experi
had even been performed, the calculated TSC intensities a
facto predictions which are confirmed by the present exp
ment for one reasonable set of values forN , R, and the M1
hypothesis for the soft resonance.

Other sources for systematic uncertainties exist. One is
nected to the assumption of statisticalγ decay. For some nucle
such as208Pb, a direct neutron-capture mechanism has been
cussed. We neglect the possibility of contributions from s
a reaction mechanism and assume a compound-like rea
mechanism for the neutron capture, followed by statisticaγ

decay, since171Yb is located close to the maximum of th
4s-neutron strength function. Objections have also been ra
against the inputs of the statistical-model calculations, i.e.,
experimental level density and RSF, especially the decomp
tion of the latter into RSFs of different multipolarities. In ord
to estimate the systematic effect of uncertainties in those i
parameters, we have, as an example, substituted the 4-
wide M1 spin-flip resonance based on the work of Kope
[30,31] and adapted in[19] by an 8-MeV-wide M1 spin-flip
model which simulates the two-humped M1 response obse
in inelastic proton scattering off154Sm [32]. However, in or-
der not to contradict the experimentalfE1/fM1 systematics a
7 MeV, such a model has to have twice the integrated stre
than the Kopecky 4-MeV-wide M1 spin-flip model, making
barely realistic. For a corresponding calculation as inFig. 3and
assuming M1 multipolarity for the soft resonance, the 8-M
wide M1 spin-flip model gives rise to an increase of the minim
χ2 from 0.92 to 6.8. Such a significant deterioration shows
sensitivity achieved in the analysis of the TSC experiment u
Oslo data.

Since we now have established M1 multipolarity for the s
resonance with the help of the auxiliary TSC experiment,
can proceed and calculate the integrated strength of this
nance by

(5)B(M1↑) = 9h̄c

32π2

(
σΓ

E

)
soft

,

which gives a value of 6.5(15)µ2
N. This value is entirely deter

mined from the earlier Oslo-type experiment. It is in agreem
with the sum-rule approach for soft, orbital M1 strength ass
ing bareg factors5 [33] but is more than twice the ground-sta
strength reported from NRF experiments[7]. This discrepancy
has generated a great deal of controversy. A thorough dis
sion of this is far beyond the scope of this work and would
our opinion unduly shift the focus away from our experime
tal result which is the determination of the multipolarity of
previously observed, soft resonance in the RSF of172Yb.

5 Bareg factors are likely appropriate for excitations built upon states ab
the pairing gap, i.e., in the quasicontinuum, which are the subject of the pr
work.
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In an effort to defuse previous controversies, we wo
therefore only like to mention two additional points beside
possible effect of the finite temperature which should be ta
into account in any comparison of the present result with N
experiments. Firstly, by their very nature, integrated TSC
tensities are not sensitive to the degree of fragmentatio
concentration of strength. Secondly, detailed data on gro
state transitions from NRF experiments constrain very little
analysis of the present experiment in the sense that a very
fraction of the observed integrated TSC intensity can be
tributed to transitions which have been previously observe
NRF experiments. Inspecting the experimental TSC spect
γ energies for which strong ground-state transitions have b
observed in NRF experiments shows that TSC intensities
these particularγ energies are in no way enhanced over T
intensities with otherγ energies. This is explained by the fa
that TSC experiments are not sensitive to absolute ground-
decay widths, but only to branching ratios.

The present discussion would be quite one-sided with
mentioning that (i) many strong transitions from NRF expe
ments have also been seen in inelastic electron scattering[34],
(ii) lifetime estimates of a few select 1+ states from NRF ex
periments have been confirmed by the Doppler-shift metho
inelastic neutron scattering experiments[35], and (iii) the sus-
pected orbital nature of the scissors mode has been confi
in inelastic proton scattering[36].

For further discussions of the discrepancy between
present result and the results from NRF measurements we
to the opinions of an independent group[8]. A soft M1 reso-
nance with similar strength as ours has also been observe
this group[37], however, their analysis is based on schem
models for the level density and total RSF6 and comparison is
made with calculated TSC spectra instead of the more ro
integrated TSC intensities. The discussion in their articles
vides some complementary comments on the discrepanc
tween their observation of an enhanced scissors-mode str
and the NRF results.

In conclusion, the soft resonance found in the decomp
tion of the total RSF of172Yb from Oslo-type experiment
has been determined to be of M1 multipolarity by an au
iary TSC measurement. The strength of the M1 resonan
B(M1↑) = 6.5(15) µ2

N which is entirely determined by the fo
mer experiment. Assuming M1 multipolarity for similar so
resonances in other rare-earth nuclei investigated by the
method gives consistent strengths of∼ 6 µ2

N for various even
and odd Dy, Er, and Yb nuclei, and reduced strengths of∼ 3µ2

N
for the more spherical Sm nuclei; the centroids of these
onances increase weakly with mass number[15]. Our obser-
vation constitutes a virtually model-independent identificat
of the scissors mode in the quasicontinuum. The strengt
this elementary M1 excitation in the quasicontinuum is tw
the strength of the respective ground-state excitation. It is
troversial whether this discrepancy is due to a genuine phy

6 One inconsistency in their analysis is the use of a variable temperatu
the KMF model and a constant temperature in the level-density model.
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New
effect such as the response to a finite temperature, or wh
there might be more mundane explanations related to defi
cies in the respective experiments or analysis methods. It
be interesting to see how this conflict is resolved in the futu
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